Abstract-The parallel data accesses inherent to large-scale data-intensive scientific computing require that data servers handle very high I/O concurrency. Concurrent requests from different processes or programs to hard disk can cause disk head thrashing between different disk regions, resulting in unacceptably low I/O performance. Current storage systems either rely on the disk scheduler at each data server, or use SSD as storage, to minimize this negative performance effect. However, the ability of the scheduler to alleviate this problem by scheduling requests in memory is limited by concerns such as long disk access times, and potential loss of dirty data with system failure. Meanwhile, SSD is too expensive to be widely used as the major storage device in the HPC environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data-intensive scientific computing applications are producing increasingly high I/O demands on the storage devices of high performance computing systems. Request concurrency, or the number of processes concurrently issuing requests, can be very high at data servers serving requests from applications running on a large-scale cluster. Besides the potentially large volume of requested data, this concurrency can significantly compromise the efficiency of a hard-diskbased storage system: data on a disk that are requested by different processes or programs are usually separated on the disk, and concurrently accessing them can cause the disk head to frequently seek from track to track, potentially delivering I/O throughput an order of magnitude lower (or worse) than that for sequential disk access.
A. Limitations of Existing SSD Solutions
The emerging solid-state-drive (SSD) is largely unaffected by random access because it does not contain any moving parts-it is basically a uniform memory access device. However, it is currently not an economical option in highperformance computing (HPC) to use it as the main storage in a large-scale installation, the existence of Gordon, a SSDbased cluster made possible through $20 million funding from the US government (National Science Foundation), notwithstanding [10] , [26] . More cost-effective and practical options are either to use an SSD as buffer cache between main (DRAM) memory and the hard disk and exploit workloads' locality for data caching [36] , [28] , or use it with the hard disk to form a hybrid storage device such that frequently accessed data is stored on the SSD [27] , [12] .
These schemes for SSD usage, however, do not effectively address the problem of concurrent requests. Unlike the consumer or enterprise workloads that have relatively small working data sets and exhibit relatively strong locality, the characteristics of workloads from data-intensive parallel programs are not accommodated well. First, the data accessed in a single run of a data-intensive parallel program can be larger than the capacity of the SSD. When a program processes a large data set, data are rarely accessed multiple times from the disk and the accesses therefore exhibit weak temporal locality, which is hard to exploit by a relatively small SSD for effective caching. Second, requests to a disk are usually interleaved from different processes of one or multiple programs. Most existing SSD-based schemes exploit spatial locality, i.e., attempt placement of randomly accessed data on the SSD such that the hard disk serves requests of sequential, or at least well-ordered, data. However, when the request concurrency is high, it is highly likely that most requests from different processes are presented to the disk as random access and have to be handled by the SSD. This would overwhelm SSD as a cache, or as a small storage device for random data, and make these schemes ineffective.
B. Limitations of Existing Software Strategies
Traditionally the problem of concurrent requests is addressed in middleware using techniques such as collective I/O and data sieving [37] , or in the system using buffer cache and the I/O scheduler. The middleware approach is more concerned with reducing the number of requests than request concurrency. To use it I/O requests in a parallel program must be presented via specific interfaces such as MPI collective-I/O function calls or MPI derived data types. Moreover, the high request concurrency due to processes belonging to different programs cannot be reduced by this approach. The system buffer cache is usually even smaller than the SSD, and therefore shares its concerns when handling requests of high concurrency in a large-scale system. In the operating system, the I/O scheduler is the last opportunity to exploit spatial locality in the presence of high request concurrency. For example, CFQ, the default Linux disk scheduler, reduces random data accesses by merging and sorting outstanding requests according to their logical block addresses (LBAs) [5] . The outstanding requests are usually placed in a data structure called a dispatch queue. The larger the queue, the more requests can be collected for sorting and the greater the chance to exploit spatial locality. The default queue depth in Linux's CFQ is 128, i.e., the queue can hold at most 128 outstanding requests.
To investigate the effect of queue size on I/O performance in the presence of request concurrency, we ran IOzone [16] , a commonly used filesystem benchmark generating and measuring a variety of file operations, with a varying queue size on a data server running Linux with CFQ to access data on a hard disk (details of the server's configuration are given in Section IV). The benchmark ran in its throughput mode, in which we can vary the number of threads to control request concurrency. Each thread generates POSIX asyn I/O requests with at most 32 outstanding requests. Each thread accesses its own file, and the total amount of accessed data is 8GB in the experiments. Figure 1 shows I/O throughputs reported by the benchmark for access patterns Sequential Read/Write, Reverse Read, and Random Read/Write, and queue sizes 128 and 8192, with either 128 threads (Figure 1(a) ) or 256 threads (Figure 1(b) ). Reverse Read sequentially reads a file from its end to its beginning.
As demonstrated, increasing queue size can significantly improve performance for Sequential Read/Write and Reverse Read. In the original configuration even for the case where each thread issues sequential requests (Sequential Read/Write), the I/O throughputs are consistently low. In particular, the throughputs with 256 threads, 2.3MB/s for Sequential Read and 1.8MB/s for Sequential Write, are substantially lower than those with 128 threads, 5.1MB/s for Sequential Read and 26.2MB/s for Sequential Write. This indicates that it is concurrently serving multiple requests from different threads that weakens spatial locality and hurts performance. When the queue size is increased to 8192 the throughputs are significantly increased (by 42% to 650%), and the improvements are especially dramatic in the case of 256 threads. This demonstrates that a large queue can effectively recover spatial locality if it exists in requests from the same thread. However, when individual threads issue fully random requests, the I/O throughputs are very low and the improvements made by the increased queue size are also small. This clearly demonstrates that random requests are at best difficult to schedule for efficient service by hard disk. While increasing the size of the dispatch queue in memory can improve access locality for higher disk efficiency, the approach has limitations. First, having a large queue would allow many write requests to be outstanding in volatile DRAM. This runs the risk of losing a large amount of data as frequent system failures in a large-scale system can be the norm [35] . Second, although a long queue usually improves throughput, it can allow requests to remain in the queue for an extended period of time without being completed, which may result in excessive response times for those requests; for applications with strict QoS requirements a long queue can be problematic. Third, as we showed in the experiments, simply increasing the queue size may not be sufficient, especially for addressing the issue of concurrency among streams of random requests.
C. Our Solution: Use SSD for Disk Scheduling
We propose to extend the scheduler's dispatch queue and place the extension on SSD. In our design the inmemory queue is only responsible for dispatching requests to disk if relatively strong locality can be identified in the queue. Otherwise the requests are sent to the queue extension on the SSD for further scheduling. As the SSD is less expensive than DRAM in terms of both capacity and energy consumption, the trade-off for greater capacity is justifiable. In addition, because SSD is non-volatile, dirty data in the queue extension need not be lost because of system failure. For the same reason, a write request can be considered complete once it is sent to the queue extension. As such a large queue extension does not cause excessive response times. Because SSD performance is not sensitive to random access, random write requests can be quickly serviced. For the data transfer between SSD and the disk, we schedule large-sized and well-sorted write-back requests and prefetch requests, and in the background of serving process request if possible. Leveraging the non-volatility and large size (relative to DRAM) of SSD, our design enables the decoupling of serving process requests and disk operation in request scheduling.
In summary, we make the following contributions.
• We propose a new disk scheduling architecture that uses SSD to facilitate exploitation of spatial locality in I/O requests and to hide random access latencies on the hard disk resulting from serving process requests.
• We design an algorithm for intelligently using the inmemory queue and an in-SSD queue extension, and for effectively scheduling background write-back and prefetch requests to minimize the negative effects of concurrent requests.
• We implement the scheduling architecture and the scheduling algorithm, collectively called iTransformer, as a stand-alone Linux kernel module. The implementation is transparent to the software above the generic block layer in the kernel memory hierarchy and is therefore portable across different parallel file systems.
• We evaluate iTransformer with representative benchmarks, including ior-mpi-io, Hpio, BTIO, and S3aSim on a large cluster. Experimental measurements show that it significantly reduces random access on the hard disk and increases I/O throughput of storage system by up to 3X, and 35% on average, compared to the stock system, for these benchmarks. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the design of iTransformer. Section III describes and analyzes experiment results. Section IV discusses additional related work, and Section V concludes.
II. THE DESIGN OF iTransformer
iTransformer is designed to exploit characteristics of SSD, including non-volatility and large size (compared to DRAM memory of similar cost or power consumption) and insensitivity to random access (compared to hard disk) to make the I/O scheduler function more effectively. As existing I/O schedulers such as CFQ and Deadline have received years of design, implementation, evaluation, and tuning, iTransformer is not intended to be a new scheduler for hard disk or SSD. Instead, it acts as a scheduling framework to direct requests into dispatch queues and relies on the existing scheduler to decide their actual service order on disk.
A. Scheduling Architecture
In iTransformer the role of the SSD is to enhance locality. Without changing the existing disk scheduler, iTransformer monitors the locality exploited by the scheduler over its regular in-memory request dispatch queue, and evaluates how much improvement it could make if the requests were further scheduled by the scheduler over the extended dispatch queue in the SSD. To justify the cost associated with SSD operations, only if the improvement is predicted to be sufficiently large are requests sent to the in-SSD queue extension for further processing. Otherwise the requests are directly issued to the disk as current systems do. Note that by the queue extension in the SSD, we refer to the data for reading or writing that are in the SSD. Their metadata, or data structures describing the requests, are resident in memory and are managed by the standard disk scheduler operating on the regular dispatch queue. The size of the queue, or the number of requests the queue can hold, is determined by the amount of data accessed by the requests, which is bounded by the SSD space allocated for iTransformer.
To determine the potential locality improvement the SSD queue extension could achieve even if the SSD scheduling is not in use, we maintain a separate ghost queue to hold the metadata of any requests dispatched out of the regular queue. The size of this ghost queue is the same as that of the SSD queue extension. We run the standard disk scheduler over the requests in the ghost queue and monitor the locality of requests released from the queue. The purpose of the ghost queue is solely to evaluate potential locality improvement, so the requests out of the queue are never actually dispatched.
B. Determining the Use of SSD
To quantify the locality of a stream of requests we use an approach similar to the one adopted in the Linux kernel for a similar purpose [3] , [5] . The locality of the stream of requests
The size of data requested by R k is denoted by S k , and the distance between two consecutive requests R k and R k+1 , is denoted by D k , 0 ≤ k < n, and is the absolute value of difference between logical block address (LBA) of R k 's last data block and LBA of R k+1 's first data block. Initially,
(1)
The weights 1/8 and 7/8 for the last locality value and the new locality value, respectively, are used to produce a decay effect so that more recent requests are better represented. These two weight values are chosen according to the formula used in the Linux kernel for a similar purpose in its implementation of anticipatory scheduling [19] . Here a smaller locality value (L) indicates stronger locality. We continuously measure the locality of the requests dispatched out of the regular in-memory queue (L in mem ). When SSD is not in use for scheduling, the ghost queue is receiving requests and we measure the locality for the requests out of the queue (L ghost ). The potential locality improvement is calculated as
When H is larger than a threshold, SSD scheduling is enabled and the requests dispatched from the in-memory queue enter the in-SSD queue for scheduling instead of going to disk. When the in-SSD queue is in use, iTransformer monitors its dispatched requests and calculates their locality
If H becomes smaller than a threshold, SSD scheduling is disabled. The two default thresholds are 4 and 2, respectively, in our implementation.
C. Dispatching Random Write Requests via Out-of-band Writeback
One of the advantages of incorporating SSD into request scheduling is decoupling the dispatching of write requests from processes' progress: we may delay the service of write requests as long as the SSD queue is not full and schedule them when the hard disk is not busy. In such a scenario even random write requests whose locality cannot be effectively exploited in the SSD queue, such as the random requests shown in Figure 1 , can benefit from rerouting requests to the SSD. However, the H value calculated as before does not take this effect into account and so can be too pessimistic to trigger the use of the SSD. To take advantage of behind-the-scenes request service opportunities we modify the calculation of L in ssd and L ghost . In the case that the SSD queue is in use, when a write request is dispatched to the disk and during its service time period no new requests arrive in the SSD queue, the distance gap D between this request and the request dispatched immediately before it is set to 0 in the updating of L in ssd . In the case that the SSD queue is not in use, we need to modify the calculation of L ghost . However, the requests dispatched from the queue are not sent to the disk for actual service. Therefore, we cannot use the queue to estimate the disk idle period. Instead we conservatively use the in-memory queue for this purpose.
When a write request is dispatched from the queue and the queue does not receive new requests in the request's service period, we treat the distance D between the request and the one before it in the scheduling of the ghost queue as 0 to calculate L ghost . In both cases a less-occupied disk will help produce larger H and encourage the use of SSD for scheduling random write requests.
D. Servicing Read Requests via Data Prefetching
Compared with write requests, the service of read requests is harder to speed up if they are random, and even the SSD queue cannot effectively exploit their locality. This can be a serious concern because their servicing can be on the critical path of process execution, especially if they are synchronous requests. Furthermore, for synchronous requests at most one request can be outstanding for scheduling so the locality in individual process's requests is not visible to the scheduler. Even non-work-conserving schedulers such as anticipatory [17] and CFQ [5] cannot help because the schedulers at the servers do not know from which process a request is issued [39] . This can make in-SSD scheduling ineffective.
To address this problem we monitor the read requests to identify data worth prefetching and set up a prefetch area on the SSD for caching prefetched data. This monitoring is performed whether or not in-SSD scheduling is enabled. Read requests are checked against the SSD prefetch area and dispatched only for data that is not present. Prefetch candidates are only dispatched when the disk is idle or their disk locations are close to the location accessed by the most recently dispatched request. Prefetching thereby does not consume memory space, nor does it aggressively compete for disk service time with process requests. The only concern is to determine the data of maximum value to prefetch. To this end we fix a prefetch unit size and partition the disk address space into slots of unit size. The prefetching scheme identifies slots that read requests have moved into and out of multiple times. When such patterns repeat there would be high value in having prefetched these slots, thereby avoiding the long service times of random reads.
We have developed an efficient algorithm for this purpose. We maintain an LRU stack to hold the metadata of slots, including slot number, access counter, and a flag recording whether a slot is prefetched. When a read request is dispatched, we place the metadata of the slot that the request accesses at the top of the stack. If the slot was not already in the stack, its access counter is set to one; if the slot was already in the stack, but not at the top, it is removed from its previous position and its access counter incremented; if the slot was already at the top then the current request is not considered a random request, so its counter is not incremented. Thus the counter tracks number of notional random accesses to a slot. When a slot's counter value is greater than a threshold (default 2), the slot becomes a prefetchable slot. When the disk is idle iTransformer searches the stack from the top to find the first prefetchable but not-yet-prefetched slot and issues a read request to load it into the SSD prefetch area. When the prefetch area becomes full, the data in the bottom-most prefetched slot in the stack is removed. The size of the stack is twice the number of slots the prefetch area can hold. When a slot is not accessed for a long time it will be removed from the bottom of the stack and lose its history access information, as well as the prefetched data if it had been prefetched. For every prefetched slot whose data is removed, we calculate the percentage of its data that was prefetched but not yet actually requested. If average of the percentages for recently replaced slots is below a threshold (default 40%) the loading of data into prefetchable slots is suspended until the average is above a second threshold (default 60%). In this way the accuracy of prefetching is maintained.
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Implementation of iTransformer
We have prototyped iTransformer with Linux kernel 2.6.35.10 with instrumentation of the Linux device mapper, a part of the Linux storage infrastructure software stack. iTransformer is implemented as a stand-alone kernel module in the generic block layer for request monitoring and rerouting, and data prefetching. To activate iTransformer in a cluster system, one need only load the module into the Linux kernel on each of the data servers. To maintain data consistency iTransformer writes dirty data on the SSD back to disk on unloading of the module. During initialization iTransformer checks if there are any dirty data left in the SSD because of system failure, and rebuilds a mapping table for describing the contents of the SSD. Whenever requested data is found in the SSD via the mapping table, whether written dirty data or prefetched data, the requests are rerouted to the SSD so that up-to-date data is efficiently accessed. Because the SSD cannot directly write to or read from the hard disk, we use via-memory read and write to simulate data transfer between SSD and hard disk. These requests to the disk bypass the in-memory dispatch queue and are sent directly to the disk to avoid affecting the behavior of the standard scheduler.
B. Experimental Setting
We conducted an extensive experimental evaluation of iTransformer on the Darwin cluster at Los Alamos National Laboratory. Darwin consists of 120 compute nodes, a head node, and two admin nodes. Of the 120 nodes, 116 are 48-core (12-core by 4 socket) 2GHz AMD Opteron 6168, and are the nodes on which our experiments were performed. Each node has 64GB memory, a hardware-based RAID 0 consisting of two 500GB 7200rpm disk drives (HP model MM0500FAMYT), and a 120GB SSD drive (HP model MK0120EAVDT). The nodes are connected by both 1GB Ethernet and Infiniband networks. Each node runs Fedora Linux with kernel 2.6.35.10. CFQ [5] and NOOP [6] were used as the disk I/O scheduler for the HDD and SSD devices, respectively. NOOP simply dispatches a request as soon as it is received and does nothing beyond merging contiguous requests. Its performance is usually better than other schedulers for SSD devices [11] . We configured nine of 116 AMD nodes as data servers using PVFS2 parallel file system [29] , one of which was also configured as the meta-data server. We used MPICH2-1.4 [24] , compiled with ROMIO, to generate executables of MPI programs. The iTransformer kernel module was installed on every data server. To provide fair and reproducible throughput measurements we removed any cached data from system buffers at each data server before each test, and periodically (every second) flushed dirty pages in the system buffers to their respective disks. In the experiments, unless otherwise specified, the SSD allocation for holding data accessed by requests in the SSD queue extension was 8GB, the size of the SSD prefetch area was 8GB, and the prefetch unit size was 4MB. Table I shows the basic throughput measurements of the HDD and SSD devices on a data server with fully sequential and fully random requests and with a uniform request size of 4KB. For random requests the SSD's throughput is much higher than that of the hard disk. For sequential requests the disk device provides slightly higher throughput than the SSD, as a 2-disk RAID 0 is used. We selected four benchmarks, chosen from different application fields and representing different access patterns, for the evaluation. Following we present and analyze the experiment results of running the benchmarks individually and concurrently. The throughputs of the system with iTransformer module are compared against those on the stock Linux system. 
C. The ior-mpi-io Benchmark
Ior-mpi-io is a program in the ASCI Purple Benchmark Suite developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [15] . In this benchmark each of n MPI processes is responsible for reading its own 1/n of a 20 GB file. Each process continuously issues requests of fixed segment size with random offsets. The program's access pattern as presented to the storage system is effectively random. We ran three concurrent instances of the program in the system, each with 64 processes and accessing its own file. The requests are concurrently sent to the data servers. Figure 2(a) shows the aggregate I/O throughput produced by the system with and without iTransformer with segment sizes ranging from 4KB to 32KB. The figure shows that iTransformer can dramatically increase I/O throughput up to 2.4X that of the stock system. With increasing segment size the improvement becomes smaller because the spatial locality within each request becomes stronger and disk access efficiency correspondingly improves. Changing each read request to the corresponding write request yields results shown in Figure 2(b) . The improvements with iTransformer are not as great as those for reads, but are still substantial, from 47% to 56%. For reads the enabled prefetching allows data to be retrieved from the disk in large chunks (4MB) while for writes the SSD scheduling only produces bettersorted random write sequences.
To better characterize the reasons for the performance improvement we tracked the accessed addresses on the HDD and SSD using Blktrace [4] and show in Figure 3 the accesses at a particular data server during the one-second execution period starting from the 100th second of execution using a 4KB-segment read requests. The addresses are presented as logical block addresses (LBAs). Figure 3(a) shows that the accessed locations with the stock system are random over a large disk region and that the disk I/O scheduler, CFQ, does not effectively exploit spatial locality among them. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show the accessed locations on the HDD and SSD, respectively, using iTransformer. The hard disk mostly sees sequential or well-sorted accesses while random accesses mostly take place on the SSD. This is because random read requests triggered prefetching of 4MB data chunks into the SSD, resulting in many random read requests being hits on the SSD.
There are two important factors that affect iTransformer's effectiveness in handling read requests: prefetch area size and prefetch unit size. To study their effects on I/O performance we re-ran the ior-mpi-io experiment with 4KB segment size using different prefetch area and unit sizes. Figure 4 shows the system I/O throughputs with prefetch area size ranging from 0GB to 8GB. With a area size of 0GB the prefetching function is effectively disabled. As shown in the figure, even with a relatively small prefetch area of 1GB, the throughput can be improved by 117%. Increasing the size increases the throughput because it allows prefetched data to stay cached longer and so increases the likelihood of serving read requests from the SSD. Table II shows the I/O throughputs with different prefetch unit sizes and their improvement ratios over the throughput in a system without prefetching enabled. When the unit size is 64KB, prefetch requests are too small and cannot be efficiently served. This shows that the performance benefit of Figure 2 . System I/O throughputs for the ior-mpi-io benchmark using read requests (a), and using write requests (b), for the stock system and system using iTransformer. prefetching can be outweighed by its cost, here resulting in a 10% reduction in throughput. As the size of the prefetch unit increases, the benefit of prefetching increases while the cost of prefetching can be well amortized by the data in a large request. However, once the prefetch unit size is sufficiently large (such as 4MB in this experiment), further increasing it may lead to over-prefetching, in which excessive prefetched data may not be actually requested, thus diminishing the performance return.
D. The Hpio Benchmark
Hpio is a program designed by Northwestern University and Sandia National Laboratories to systematically evaluate I/O performance using a diverse set of access patterns [9] . This benchmark generates different data access patterns according to three parameters: region count, region spacing, and region size. In the experiment we set region count to 4096B, region spacing to 8192B, and vary region size, or access segment size, between 512B and 4096B. Access can be configured to be either read or write. We ran the benchmark to measure the throughput of the storage system for noncontiguous data accesses on disk. Three instances of the benchmark were concurrently executed in the experiment, each with 64 processes. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the aggregate I/O throughputs for read and write requests, respectively. In the experiment with read requests iTransformer increases system I/O throughput by 85%, 22%, 5.1%, and 2.2% for segment sizes 512B, 1024B, 2048B, and 4096B, respectively. The I/O pattern within each process is strided access, with a region spacing between two consecutive requests. Though its access is noncontiguous, it is not as random as the pattern exhibited by the ior-mpi-io benchmark. This helps with throughputs in the stock system. On the other hand the space gaps between requests results in prefetched data not being fully used. This explains why the improvements for read requests with iTransformer are not as significant as those for ior-mpi-io. When the benchmark uses write requests the throughputs are much lower than those for the corresponding read requests and the throughput improvements made by iTransformer are 9X, 4X, 3X, and 30%, respectively, for segment sizes from 512B to 4096B. In the execution of the benchmark with write requests, we issued a sync command every second to flush dirty data in the system buffer cache to the disk and free filesystem data structures such as pagecache, dentries and inodes (echo 3 > /proc/sys/vm/drop caches). This creates a large number of small writes as well as small reads for recovering system metadata in the memory, significantly increasing randomness in the workload presented to the storage system and causing the throughput to plummet, especially when the segment is small. Leveraging SSD as a buffer, iTransformer absorbs small writes, and its prefetching also helps reads because the system metadata are usually co-located on the disk.
E. The BTIO Benchmark
BTIO is a Fortran MPI program designed to solve the 3D compressible Navier-Stokes equations using the MPI-IO library for its on-disk data access [25] . We ran the program using various numbers of processes with the input size coded as C in the benchmark, which generates a data set of about 6.8GB using non-collective I/O operations. We When each instance used 64 processes I/O time was reduced by 41% and throughput was increased by 70% with iTransformer. However, when increasingly more processes are used, request sizes become smaller and iTransformer's performance advantage becomes smaller. For example, when the number of processes is 1024 for each instance, the request size is reduced to 200B and the total number of processes increases to 3072. With very small requests and very high access concurrency, the ability of iTransformer to form high-efficiency request streams is increasingly constrained.
We also used the BTIO benchmark to study the impact of the size of the in-SSD queue extension on the I/O throughput. In the experiment we ran one instance of the benchmark with 64 processes and varied the queue size between 1GB and 8GB. As shown in Figure 7 , the I/O throughput is accordingly increased by 32%, 35%, 38%, and 40%, respectively, compared to that the stock system. Because the data set of the program is only 6.8GB, having a 8GB queue size is sufficient to buffer the entire written data set. In addition, because of detected random access iTransformer reroutes write requests to the SSD. Therefore, the I/O throughput with the 8GB queue reflects SSD access speed. Interestingly, with a queue size as small as 1GB the throughput is only 8% lower than the optimal value. In the program there is substantial computation time (around 50% depending on I/O speed) between I/O activities. This results in periodic disk idle times, which gives iTransformer opportunities to write back its in-SSD dirty data to the disk during the idle periods, thereby hiding the disk operations behind the program's execution.
F. The S3aSim Benchmark
S3aSim is a computational biology program designed to simulate sequence similarity search [33] . In the program query sequences are compared against a sequence database. In this experiment each sequence in the database is divided into 16 fragments. For the parameters of the program, we set the minimum size of each query and database sequence to 100B, and set the maximum size to 10,000B. We ran three concurrent instances of the program, each with 64 processes. The amount of accessed data depends on the number of queries, up to 6.4GB for each instance in our experiments. Figure 8 shows the I/O times reported by the program when we ran it with the number of queries ranging from 32 to 128. Major accesses of the program are random writes of search results with various request sizes. Compared to the stock system, iTransformer reduces I/O times by up to 66%. The improvement is greater with larger query count. With more queries, write requests are scattered into a large disk space and the access locality becomes weak, which gives iTransformer greater opportunity to improve throughput.
G. Heterogeneous Workloads
Next we study the performance of iTransformer with different programs running concurrently. We select three programs with different access patterns, ior-mpi-io, BTIO, and S3aSim, and run one instance of each concurrently to read from (ior-mpi-io) or write to (BTIO and S3aSim) three different files. Each program runs with 64 processes. Figure 9 shows the I/O throughput of each program as well as the aggregate system throughput with and without iTransformer. Because of the random access pattern that makes ior-mpi-io scatter its reads among several disk regions, iTransformer enables prefetching to serve its requests from SSDs. However, because of the concurrent random write requests from the other two benchmarks, the hit ratio of reads of ior-mpi-io in the prefetch area is 16% lower than when the system only serves read requests from one ior-mpi-io instance, with the I/O throughput of the program increasing by only 30% compared to the stock system. For BTIO I/O throughput is increased by 33% to 2MB/s, which is still very low because of its small request size (about 800B). S3aSim greatly benefits from the buffering effect of the in-SSD queue, and its I/O throughput is increased by 68%. Compared with the aggregate I/O throughput of the stock system, iTransformer improves the system's I/O performance by 42%.
IV. RELATED WORK
We review the research literature primarily in two areas: how to better handle very high I/O concurrency in middleware for large-scale computing systems; and, how to incorporate SSD in the memory hierarchy for more efficient disk access.
A. Middleware Approaches to Handling I/O Concurrency
Researchers have redesigned software I/O stacks to help parallel storage systems handle very high I/O concurrency. Collective I/O [37] in the MPI-IO library is one example. It can improve spatial locality of data access on disk, and reduce the number of concurrent accesses, by matching the number of agent processes for I/O on compute nodes to the number of data servers. To improve the scalability of high-performance computing systems such as BlueGene/P, researchers proposed to use data staging areas for avoiding direct disk accesses with high I/O concurrency. In these works the main memory of the I/O nodes is used for the staging areas, where I/O requests are scheduled and requested data are managed [1] , [2] , [31] , [40] . To take further advantage of data available in the I/O nodes, ADIOS was proposed to consume the data before they are written to the hard disks in a flexible manner [21] . However, these methods have limitations in handling I/O concurrency across programs. To address this issue in ADIOS, Lofstead et al. introduced an adaptive I/O strategy in ADIOS to reduce the I/O interference by balancing I/O workloads among I/O nodes [22] . To alleviate the I/O contention on disks due to high concurrency when checkpointing, PLFS was proposed to dynamically change file layouts observed by processes on the compute nodes [7] . Unlike the aforementioned methods, the design of iTransformer is based on the instrumentation of the I/O scheduling framework in the OS kernel. Therefore our solution does not require any effort by programmers to change application source codes, nor does it offset the performance benefits of existing solutions.
B. SSD-based Cache in the Memory Hierarchy
Because hard disk performance is severely degraded by non-sequential accesses, SSD has a clear performance advantage [13] , [34] . As a consequence it is widely used as cache between main memory and hard-disk-based storage in various systems. Flashcache [36] , developed by Srinivasan et al. as a write-back block-level cache, is available in the latest Linux distributions. Any requests larger than 4KB are passed through the cache, which is managed using either FIFO or LRU-based cache replacement policies. There are similar tools in Sun Solaris [20] and Microsoft Windows [30] to reduce the perceived time to power up the disk, launch programs, and write data to the disk. To take account of relatively small SSD capacity, some systems selectively cache small files, metadata, executables, and shared libraries at the file level, such as Conquest [38] , or at the data block level as does SieveStore [28] . In contrast, iTransformer uses a small SSD space only as the extension of the scheduling queue to more effectively exploit spatial locality. iTransformer does not rely on caching a large amount of data, or strong temporal locality in the workload, for high performance. Instead, it leverages a relatively small cache space for improving spatial locality. This can be especially meaningful in the HPC environment, where strong temporal locality in storage access is not common.
C. SSD-based Hybrid Storage System
SSD-based hybrid storage systems integrate a SSD and a hard disk as one block device. Users can partition the device and access data on it as an ordinary block-level storage device. Combo Drive uses a hardware-based solution to concatenate an SSD and a hard disk via a SATA-to-2xSATA chip [27] . Bisson et al. proposed to issue flash-backed I/O requests to reduce the number of I/O writes to the hard disk by maintaining two duplicated request queues in both main memory and SSD devices [8] . However, the large amount of memory required for maintaining the queue is usually undesirable for HPC systems. In the I-CASH work, the authors proposed a new hybrid storage architecture based on data-delta pairs to improve I/O performance for I/O-intensive workloads [32] . Chen et al. designed the Hystor kernel module, which provides a software-based solution to implement a hybrid storage device [12] . Hystor identifies performancecritical data blocks on the hard disk and stores them on SSD for future accesses. Unlike these works, iTransformer does not seek to use the SSD as fast storage for holding data. Instead, it buffers the data transferred between the memory and disk only for improving locality in the live request streams dispatched to the disk. For applications working with large data sets, the approach taken by iTransformer allows the SSD space to be used more cost-effectively.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed the iTransformer scheme to use a relatively small SSD space to facilitate the scheduling of disk requests in response to the increasingly large I/O-request concurrency and its correspondingly serious challenge to hard-disk-based storage systems. In the design we exploit SSD's large size and low power consumption, relative to DRAM, to more thoroughly exploit spatial locality in the requests for high storage system performance. Taking advantage of SSD's non-volatility, we decouple data servicing by the hard disk from process execution by squeezing the data write-back to the disk, and prefetching from the disk, into the background, or when the disk is idle. In addition, iTransformer takes effect in an opportunistic fashion, enabling the SSD's involvement only it is expected to enhance the locality and its cost is justified. We have implemented iTransformer in the Linux kernel as a module and extensively evaluated it on a large PVFS2 cluster of 120 nodes/5860 cores. The experimental measurements from running representative benchmarks with greatly varying access patterns, such as BTIO and S3aSim, demonstrate significant I/O performance improvements by up to 3X, and 35% on average.
